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Table relationships in ArcGIS 



How can I add attributes to my features? 

¨  Database design guidelines promote organizing your 
database into multiple tables   

¨  Each focuses on a specific topic  

¨  Replaces one large table containing all the necessary 
fields  





How to bring different tables together 

¨  Use a Join or Relate table connection 
¨  Based on an Key Attribute field 
¨  What key connects these two tables? 



What if attribute keys do not match? 



Join | table connection 

¨  Appends fields of one table to another 
¤ To add as a supplement or appendix 



Joins | table connections 

¨  Output table is a dynamic view (does not create a 
new table 

¨  Contains field from both input tables 
¨  Joins are temporary 

¤ Uses relative pathways to connect data that may be 
moved 

¤ Arc reconnects to join upon start-up 

¨  Make it permanent!  Export data to new feature 
class 



Joins | table connections 

¨  Joins are used if relationships between tables is: 

¤  One-to-one  

¤  Many-to-one 

¨  Let’s take a look at what I’m talking about… 



One-to-one relationship 

¨  A record in Table A can match to one and only 
one possible record in Table B 



Many-to-one relationships 

¨  Multiple records in the Table A can match to a 
record in the Table B 



Relate | table connection 

¨  Establishes a temporary 
connection between two 
tables 

¤ Exists behind-the-
scenes; unlike join, no 
output table view 
created 

¤ Allows you to view 
data on a need to 
know basis 



Relate | table connections 

¨ Use when relationship between tables is: 

¤ One-to-many; i.e. a record in Table A can match to 
multiple records in Table B 

¤ Many-to-many 



Spatial Join 

¨  When the layers on your map don't share a common 
attribute field, you can join them using a Spatial 
Join 

¨  Connects the attributes of two layers based on the 
relative location of the features in the layers 

¤ The closest feature to another feature 

¤ What intersects a feature 

¤ What is inside a polygon 



Spatial Join 



Spatial Join 

¨  Creates a new layer with the attributes appended to 
the new table (not temporarily joined via a dynamic 
link) 

¨  Allows One-to-one, Many-to-one, or One-to-many 
joins 



¨  What neighborhoods (points) are inside each 
borough (polygon)? 



Non-spatial data & ArcGIS 



Bringing Non-spatial data into ArcGIS 

¨  Non-spatial data (e.g. MS Excel XLS files) can be used in 
ArcGIS for data creation, analysis, and mapping 

¤  e.g. US Census survey results data are stored in many, many stand-along 
XLS tables 

¤  Join to a feature class containing census block group boundaries 

¨  e.g. Using Google Earth, you created an XLS table listing your 
favorite bakeries around town, including their latitude-
longitude coordinates and other attributes 

¤  Create a new point feature class using “Add XY Data” tool 

¨  Note:  Excel files must be prepared properly before use! 



Downloaded Census attribute file (.CSV 
format) 



Excel data prep tips 

¨  Primary Key fields must contain identical data 
¤  e.g.  “Coos County” and “Coos County” (not “Coos”) 

¨  No spaces in file or folder names 

¨  Check for “ghost” spaces in table cells 
¨  Field headings stored in a single row; heading names contain 

max 13 characters, plus no spaces or symbols 

¨  Columns must be formatted correctly – “Text” format if a text 
field, “Number” if a numerical field, etc. 

¨  Latitude/Longitude values in Decimal Degrees (not DMS) 



“Cleaned up” Excel file – ready for Join 



A join may fail if… 

¨  Values in field do not match 
¤ Values are case-sensitive 
¤ Beware of words like ‘The’, or extra spaces 

¨  Name of feature class contains invalid characters 
¤  If it’s not alphanumeric or an underscore, forgettaboutit. 

¨  Field names are reserved words in Access 
¤ Data, day, month, table, text, user, when, where, year 



Some SQL Query bits and pieces… 

¨  The general rule: 
¤ <Field_name> <Operator> <Value or String> 
¤ E.g.: "STATE_NAME" IS 'Arkansas‘ 

n Where “STATE_NAME” is field 
n  IS, is the operator 
n  ‘Arkansas’ is value or string 

¨  For complex queries 
¤ <Field_name> <Operator> <Value or String> 

<Connector> <Field_name> <Operator> <Value or 
String> ... 



¨  Use the LIKE operator for a partial string 
search 

¨  % replaces unknown text 
¤ E.g. 



¨  _ (underscore) as a wildcard to replace a character 
¤ E.g.: If you need to find all names that include Jan and 

Jon 
n You could use: “NAMES” LIKE ‘J_n’ 



¨  Subqueries 
¤ Used to find a string within a string 
¤ Only supported by GDB queries 

n E.g.: "COUNTRY_NAME" NOT IN (SELECT 
"COUNTRY_NAME" FROM indep_countries) 



Demo. Joins, relates & spatial joins 


